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Cork Bark
Moss-infused Cork Bark Panels

™



Muratto’s CORK BARK™ panels allow you to really enjoy the natural majestic beauty of the 
cork oak trees, but indoors. Our biophilic panels are made using different parts of the ‘bark’, 
each processed in different ways depending on the version, all of which incorporate small 
fragments of natural preserved moss throughout each panel.  The panels are available in 
Virgin Tree, Skin Tree, and Trekking versions. The contrast created in each is striking, yet 
comforting and peaceful at the same time.

 Cork Oak Trees Cork Bark profile Flattened Inner Cork Bark (see TREKKING)

Outer Cork Bark (see VIRGIN TREE)

Cork Bark™



VIRGIN TREE 

Cork Bark

Close-up of Virgin Tree (Natural) with moss 

Virgin Tree (Natural) seating area 

The VIRGIN TREE Cork Bark panel is made using the outer bark of the cork oak.  It is rugged, 
textured, heavily mottled, and provides high contrast.  Blended with the moss, one feels they 
are sitting in ‘nature’.

Panel Size:
1480 * 600 *25mm 
(approx. 58-1/4” x 23-5/8” x 1”)

Virgin Natural Virgin Ivory Virgin Green

Virgin Brown Virgin Terracota Virgin Sandstone Black



SKIN TREE

Cork Bark

Close-up of Skin Tree (Brown) with moss

Skin Tree (Green)

The SKIN TREE Cork Bark panel highlights the inner layer of the natural cork bark. With less 
texture than the Virgin Tree, it is more monotone in color and texture, though still with telltale 
contrasting layers of weathered bark. The moss can either look more pronounced or more 
muted depending on the base color selected.

Panel Size:
1480 * 600 *25mm 
(approx. 58-1/4” x 23-5/8” x 1”)

Skin Natural Skin Ivory Skin Green

Skin Brown Skin Terracota Skin Sandstone Black



TREKKING

Cork Bark
The TREKKING Cork Bark panel is from the inner core of the cork bark that is compiled once 
the bark is ’steamed’ and flattened, and then both the inner layer and rough outer layer are 
removed, leaving just the core material. These flattened core strips are stacked, and 
laminated, providing a very linear presentation, that undulates in depth ever so slightly, but 
in doing so provides a rhythmic texture.

Panel Size:
900 * 300 * 25-30 mm 
(approx. 35-1/2” x 11-7/8” x 1–1.25”)

Trekking Natural Trekking Ivory Trekking Green

Trekking Brown Trekking Terracota Trekking Sandstone Black

Close-up (at angle) of Trekking (Natural) 

Trekking (Sandstone Black)



SUSTAINABLE
MATERIALS

Sustainable Materials, by design and through its business model, helps 
develop and bring cutting edge European design and innovation to the 
North American decor market. 

With a focus on sustainability (raw material inputs and low toxicity), product 
development revolves around creating better products. Even an 
environmental skeptic would use them because of their excellent technical 
and design merits. We have then achieved our goal. And sustainability is 
inherent. We believe in creating better products for a brighter and more 
sustainable future. 

Having won numerous ‘global’ design awards and accolades, Sustainable 
Materials’ products grace walls, ceilings, and shelves of leading corporations 
the world over. From Hospitality and Healthcare, to Store and Office design, 
to the ‘retail’ channel and OEM production, the marriage of our 
manufacturing capabilities with a deep product development and design 
skillset proves an invaluable asset to our partners. We are focused, nimble, 
and able, and deliver on our clients’ expectations, whether standard in 
nature, or customized based on specific needs. 

Please look through this brochure, and supplement that by navigating 
through our website to see our current and complete product offering.

Thanks for your support!

Your Sustainable Materials’ team

www.SustainableMaterials.com/Muratto


